The future of project
management is here
Welcome to Microsoft Project Online
Do you struggle to guarantee the
successful management of projects,
have a poor view of project status and
scope and find it difficult to ensure
that a project aligns with strategic
business goals?

Do you have poor cross-departmental
visibility and control over projects
and difficulty accessing the data and
resources you need to deliver projects
on time and budget?

Then you need Microsoft Project
Online. It works seamlessly with
Microsoft Office 365 to give you a
uniquely comprehensive set of scalable,
cloud-enabled, digital tools, so every
project is joined up and optimised for
results, right from the get-go.

Conceptualise.
Empower teams to think creatively about
challenges and translate that strategy
into actionable goals

Plan.
Start the right projects at the right time
by managing resource demand and
assignments

Execute.
Support teams to become self-reliant
and assess the impact of new and
updated projects

Collaborate.
Drive better outcomes with more
connected teams using familiar
collaboration tools

Visualise.
See data in new ways, connect insights
faster and make more informed
decisions from anywhere in the world

Control.
Manage projects your way, using
intelligent Project Portfolio
Management (PPM) tools

Explore the advantages it delivers, overleaf.

For a smarter future,
just add Project Online
Unify management and transform productivity: Manage all your projects
within Project Online for business-wide consistency and efficiency, with no
integration issues.
Turbo-charge collaboration and productivity: Built-in templates and
tools alongside native Skype for Business, Microsoft Teams, Power BI and
Excel open up team collaboration and drive productivity.
Accelerate ahead: It’s easy to set up and kick off new projects and change
their nature, scope and scale on the fly.
User-friendly interfaces: Everyone is quickly up and running while smart
scheduling features, charts and pre-populated menus simplify planning and
reduce training.
Comprehensive, visual report sharing: Intuitive reports, including
burndown charts and financials let you quickly aggregate portfolio data with
LOB systems.
Proactive resource management: Automated tools help you identify
bottlenecks, accurately forecast, heatmap and lock in resources, and improve
project selection and delivery.
Effortless strategic alignment: You can model portfolio scenarios to pick the
best strategic path and weigh proposals against business drivers, cost and
resource constraints.

Even more advanced productivity and navigation features are being added in April 2019
“With Project Online I can tell the CEO exactly what’s going
on without having to chase anyone. The information helps
with challenging my directors, exposing inaccurate project
forecasting and highlighting any skills shortfalls that need
to be addressed”. Andrew Clarke, Group CIO, Arcadia.

Want to take project
management to the next level?
Contact the Microsoft Project team
projectuk@microsoft.com or visit
www.products.office.com/en-gb/project/

